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Company overview

CryptoDaily™ are proud to launch their own crypto token. While we know 
the cryptocurrency industry is already diverse and well-populated, our White Paper 
will walk you through why we are issuing a token, what it will do, and how you can 
be part of the exciting adventure that is the growth of CryptoDaily™.

CryptoDaily™ is an award-winning, successful media outlet that reports on and 
chronicles the blockchain economy and cryptocurrency markets.  Founded in 2017 
and headquartered in Singapore, CryptoDaily™ provides value-added, 24-hour 
news coverage of the blockchain and cryptocurrency industry, principally through 
our website at https://www.cryptodaily.co.uk and our social media channels.

We	founded	CryptoDaily™	because	we	identified	a	strategic	opportunity	to	provide	
objective industry coverage and support the blockchain economy. We realised that 
no media network can inherently be bias-free, especially in a nascent and immature 
industry such as blockchain where many participants do not seek news beyond the 
latest prices of their favourite coins. We knew there had to be a better approach, 
though, to constructing a dynamic media organisation. We have accomplished 
exactly that.

The cryptocurrency markets have now experienced a full market cycle since our 
launch two years ago. When we launched CryptoDaily™ at the end of September 
2017, Bitcoin was trading around US$ 4,400 and cryptocurrencies had a total market 
capitalisation of about US$ 145 billion. We covered the industry’s meteoric rise that 
saw Bitcoin’s price near US$ 20,000 and a total market capitalisation that eclipsed 
US$ 750 billion.  We reported on the dramatic shift in post-euphoric market 
valuations in 2018 that saw Bitcoin slashed to less than US$ 3,200 and total 
market capitalisation recede to around US$ 110 billion. More recently in 2019, 
we’ve detailed the resurgence in market demand that saw Bitcoin rally past US$ 
13,000 and total market capitalisation escalate back above US$ 200 billion. 

We have learned a lot during this full market cycle of appreciation and depreciation 
that has resulted in some amazing blockchain innovation. We studied the historical 
errors and the real-time mistakes that our media industry competitors made. We in-
creased both the quality and frequency of our content and articles. We broadened 
our reach to deliver content across a wide array of portals and channels. We added 
new language groups to accommodate native speakers in other languages. We al-
located more focus and attention to altcoins. We also dedicated resources to the 
coverage of technical analysis to complement our traditional fundamental news 
coverage. We have redesigned and rebuilt our website more than once to 
optimise content delivery and other features. We have grown by leaps and 
bounds, and we have positioned CryptoDaily™ to gain additional media market 
share. We know what we do well, and we are smart enough to know when we need 
the help of others. 
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Interested? Contact us: 
www.crdt.io / info@crdt.io

WEBSITE EMAIL

The CRDT™ project

We’re undertaking an IEO so that we can expand the current range of 
services	 we	 offer	 and	 to	 proliferate	 our	 vision	 and	mission	 to	 empower	
the	daily use of blockchain and cryptocurrency! The IEO allows us to 
embed blockchain	 technology	 into	 our	 media	 offering.	 We	 are	 also	
creating	 an	 advanced content reward application to reward 
contributors with CRDT™ Token and then enable our community at 
large to pay with the CRDT™ Token at merchants through a 
proprietary wallet and accompanying payments card.

We are also expanding our reach by localising our content not only 
through translations into multiple top languages, but also covering 
relevant local blockchain	 and	 cryptocurrency	 news	 in	 different	
countries,	 all	 of	 which		will	be rewarded with CRDT™ Token.

The IEO also allows us to expand our services to supply and serve the 
community with reliable market data, proprietary indices and novel 
charting services	 through	 the	 creation	 of	 subscription	 services	 with	
benefits	to	the	token holders.

We are enhancing our advertising proposition to include advanced IoT 
powered augmented reality advertising through the CryptoDaily™ app.

These propositions are creating a strong and diverse utility for the 
CRDT™ Token	 and	 adding	 these	 propositions	 will	 offer	 a	 strategic	
advantage	that	promotes the daily use of cryptocurrency and blockchain. 
As such, the utility within the CryptoDaily™ ecosystem has been designed 
to be balanced and advantageous for participants, contributors, 
subscribers, readers and advertisers.
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What’s in CRDT™ Token for you?

Participation	 in	 the	 CRDT™	 token	 offering	 will	 provide	 myriad	 benefits	 to	
token holders:

Rewards
CRDT™ Token will be used to remunerate content providers 
who contribute to CryptoDaily™, leading to ongoing organic 
demand. As more content becomes consumed across our media 
network in additional languages, more CRDT™ Tokens will need 
to be purchased for remuneration. We have developed a 
proprietary algorithm that helps us score the quality of 
submitted content and the amount of page views that each 
piece of content receives.  

This algorithm will help us appropriately and equitably 
reward the content providers including journalists, authors, 
interviewers, video specialists, translators and other types of 
contributors who are dedicated to continuing to make 
CryptoDaily™ a success. The foundation of the CryptoDaily™ 
Content Rewards system is remuneration in the CRDT™ Token, 
and this process will result in a regular bid for CRDT™ in the 

market, as content is created and published daily.

Value-added services
A part of the money raised will be used for developing multiple 
value-added services that will require subscriptions, including 
charting. CRDT™ Tokens will be required as a medium of 
exchange to subscribe to these value-added services.
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Unique token

At present, there are not many media networks that have deployed 
blockchain technology to become integral components of their 
networks. In contrast, CryptoDaily’s™ technology footprint now in-
cludes the CryptoDaily™ Blockchain, and we opine that CRDT™ 
Token’s inclusion in the cryptocurrency market will have 
relatively low correlations to other cryptocurrencies, rendering it 
unique.

Secondary market

CRDT™ Token is being listed for trading on a European 
cryptocurrency marketplace with additional listings being 
pursued on other marketplaces. These listings are important 
because these marketplaces are where CRDT™ Token will need to 
be purchased to remunerate content providers.

Network effect

We	opine	the	so-called	“network	effect”	will	have	a	materially	po-	
sitive impact on our operations and CRDT™ Token. One 
example relates to payments utility, as this type of utility that we 
have deve loped for CRDT™ Token is generally lacking in the 
cryptocurrency in-	dustry.	CryptoDaily™	is	likely	to	positively	
benefit	from	establis-hing business relationships with blockchain 
industry participants re- quiring access to Paytech innovation. 
This innovation will be amplified	by	the	fact	that	CryptoDaily™	is	
going	to	be	one	of	the	first	blockchain	based	media	outlets.			



Free offering
We want the blockchain and cryptocurrency community to benefit from both our 
website and our proposition. Therefore, we will give away 90 tokens to the first 
100.000 subscribers to our news and video channel who will actively engage with 
our content!

Token distribution Total raise
$ 5,000,000

Token price
$ 0.03

Tokens issued
300,000,000

Token give away (=3%)
9,000,000
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Founders, 
team, advisors

18%

Token sale
62%

Eco system
5%

Early contributors
5%

Reserve
4% Token give away

3%

Bounties
3%
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As mentioned in full over view of 
the  tokensale we’re looking to 
raise $5M through the CRDT™ 
Token offering. We’ve	allocated	
the use of these proceeds to 
build strong and exciting 
propositions that will empower 
the daily use of blockchain 
and crypto currency through the 
CryptoDaily™ media web scape. 
The proceeds of our IEO will 
be used  to rollout, enable 
and unlock diverse propositions. 
All of these propositions will be 
funda-mental to the CRDT™ 
token appreciation and 
enhanced utility.

Projects

Content creation, localisation and content rewards US$ 1,750,000

Proprietary CryptoDaily™ media blockchain  US$ 750,000

CryptoDaily™ wallets and payment card US$ 600,000

Subscriptions market data, indices and charting   US$ 150,000

Advanced AR + IoT advertising    US$ 300,000

Classifieds	section		 US$ 50,000

Costs

Marketing  US$ 700,000

Legal US$ 200,000

Miscellaneous US$ 500,000

Operations
$1,750 K

35%

Propositions
$1,100 K

22%

Marketing 
$700 K

14%

Blockchain 
$750 K

15%

Legal
$200 K

4%

Miscellaneous
$500 K

10%

Use of proceeds



CryptoNews 

Reddit

Wechat

YouTube

NewsNow 

Instagram

Google News 

CryptoControl 

Flipboard 

CoinNinja

Coin stats 
CoinPeak 

CC Forum 

Twitter

Apple News 

Facebook

Adsense

CryptoCompare 

Telegram

Steemit

Coinzilla 
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CryptoDaily™ Indices
2nd Quarter 2019 

CryptoDaily™ Token  Launch
2nd Quarter 2020

CryptoDaily™  Charting
(In Develpment )

CryptoDaily™  Blockchain 
TestNet Launched

4th Quarter 2020 

CryptoDaily™ Language
Localisations
3rd Quarter 2020

CryptoDaily™  IoT-Enabled
Advertising - TestNet

1st Quarter 2021

CryptoDaily™ Classifieds
4th Quarter 2020

CryptoDaily™  Market Data 
Services
4th Quarter 2020

CryptoDaily™ Content 
Rewards
3rd Quarter 2020

CryptoDaily™  Pay
4th Quarter 2020

CryptoDaily™ Blockchain 
Main-Net Launched
2nd Quarter 2021

CryptoDaily™  IoT-Enabled 
Advertising - MainNet
2nd Quarter 2021



The team
Positioning CRDT™ Token for success 

Randy Hilarski
Influencer for
CryptoDaily™

Influencers

Advisors

Cal Evans
Cryptocurrency lawyer

& strategy expert

Siebe Slagter
Strategic business

consultant

Kevin Hugh Dunnery
Blockchain ecosystem

specialist advisor

Panos Sakkos
Founder & CEO
at Blocktopus

James Hughes
Marketing consultant 
& sales funnel expert

Brian Wilson
Serial entrepreneur 
& crypto evangelist

Marcus Henry
Writer / editor



Meet the CryptoDaily™ Team:

David Michaels

Carl Liver
Chief technology

officer 

Gary Charnock
Head of graphics 
and web design

Jason Hunt
Head of sales 

Aidan Minter
Head of video

media

Rheace Jones
Chief creative officer

Scott Robinson
Lead back end 

developer

Jefe Caan
Trading analist

Mark Nezvisky
Youtuber

Kateryna Baranenko
Translator specialist 

Alexander Tsybulia
Leading software 

architect

Władysław Hubar
Blockchain developer

Developers



For more information download  
our whitepaper  
https://crdt.io

contact:
David Michaels  
CSO CryptoDaily™

Skype:

ukcryptodaily 

info@crdt.io

terms and conditions apply
please check whitepaper for legal disclaimer 
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